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Forget everythingyou’ve heard abouthealth-conscious baking.Simply, BabyCakes is your key to
an enlightened, indulgent, sweets-filled future. This is important news not only for parents whose
children have allergies, for vegans, and for others who struggle with food sensitivities, but also
for all you sugar-loving traditionalists. The recipes in these pages prove that there is a healthy
alternative to recklessly made desserts, one that doesn't sacrifice taste or texture.Having
experimented endlessly with alternative, health-conscious sweeteners, flours, and thickeners,
Erin McKenna, the proprietress of beloved bakery BabyCakes NYC, developed these recipes–
most are gluten-free, all are without refined sugar–in hopes of combating her own wheat, dairy,
and sugar sensitivities. In BabyCakes, she shares detailed information about the ingredients she
uses (coconut flour, xanthan gum, and agave nectar, for example) and how to substitute them
properly for common ones–all the while guiding you safely through techniques she’s spent years
perfecting.When BabyCakes NYC opened on Manhattan’s Lower East Side in 2005, it helped
propel the gluten-free and vegan baking movement into a new stratosphere. Suddenly there was
a destination for those with wheat allergies and other dietary restrictions–and, soon enough,
celebrities and dessert lovers of every kind–to indulge freely in delectable muffins and teacakes,
brownies and cookies, pies and cobblers.Enclosed within these pages are all the “secrets” you’ll
need to bring the greatness of BabyCakes NYC into your own home as well as raves and
recommendations from devotees such as Natalie Portman, Jason Schwartzman, Mary-Louise
Parker, Zooey Deschanel, and Pamela Anderson.For confectionists of all kinds, delicious
alternatives lie within: Red Velvet Cupcakes, Chocolate Shortbread Scones with Caramelized
Bananas, Strawberry Shortcake, and BabyCakes NYC’s celebrated frosting (so delicious it has
fans tipping back frosting shots!), to name just a few. Finally, Erin’s blissful desserts are yours for
the baking!

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. Diagnosed with wheat and dairy allergies in 2004,
McKenna faced a life free of cupcakes, pies and brownies. Refusing to accept such a bleak
future, McKenna did her research and opened Babycakes, a vegan, gluten-free bakery that has
since been warmly embraced by cupcake-crazy Manhattanites. Here she shows readers how to
create vegan and gluten-free versions of favorites like apple pie, chocolate chip cookies,
gingerbread and Babycakes's infamous cupcakes (named best in the city by New York
magazine in 2006). Her like-for-like recipes (including Healthy Hostess cupcakes and ingenious
methods for dying frostings without artificial food coloring) are sure to satisfy discerning palates,
and her emphasis on the traditional (blondies, biscuits, red velvet cupcakes, etc.) make her
recipes easy to incorporate into the regular rotation. A number of specialty ingredients are
required (agave nectar, xanthan gum, coconut oil, etc.), which can be pricey but are fairly easy



to source (online vendors are listed).; Happily, however, McKenna keeps the ingredient list to a
minimum. Those new to gluten- and sugar-free baking may be intimidated, but McKenna is
friendly, patient, enthusiastic and encouraging. Those with dietary restrictions, and their families,
will find this cookbook a sweet revelation.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of
Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Review"In this book, Erin has finally shared her trade
secrets — the ingredients and techniques that lend BabyCakes' desserts the flavors, textures,
and happiness-factor you'd find in the best patisserie. The highest praise I can offer is this: follow
her recipes to the letter and you'll fool them every time."—Tom Colicchio (from the Foreword)"At
BabyCakes NYC I can eat what I crave without harming my lovely animal friends–or myself.
Every since that first fateful day, I’ve been waiting for this cookbook."—Natalie Portman"I have
multiple food sensitivities…and I’d pretty much given up on the idea that I might be able to have
a worthy treat every again. I was so excited to discover BabyCakes NYC, because not only can I
eat everything they bake, it’s all delicious!"—Zooey Deschanel"The BabyCakes NYC banana
bread is the best I've ever had and something I simply can't live without."—Mary Louise
Parker"Thank all that is holy for BabyCakes NYC…"—Pamela AndersonAbout the AuthorERIN
MCKENNAis the chef and owner of BabyCakes NYC, a bakery with outposts in New York City
and West Hollywood. She received the prestigious Best Cupcake award in 2006 from New York
magazine. Erin has been a guest on Martha Stewart Television and Food Network and has been
featured in the New York Times, Food & Wine, Modern Bride, VegNews, Harper’s Bazaar, In
Style, and O, the Oprah Magazine.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.BlondiesThis recipe’s dynamic is hard to explain, and I really like that. This is the charm
of the blondie. The vanilla and chocolate have a subtle repartee, with neither really dominating
nor giving way to the other. Initially, the vanilla seems to cede center stage to the chocolate, but if
you pay close attention, you’ll notice how the vanilla rounds out the chocolate with a seductive
mellowness, ultimately creating balance. Making them bite-size gives a great crunchy texture,
but you can also bake them in a cake pan and serve them as squares. Either way, blondies are
best served warm. • 1/2 cup garbanzo–fava bean flour • 1/2 cup brown rice flour • 1/2 cup
potato starch • 1/4 cup arrowroot • 1 1/4 cups evaporated cane juice • 2 teaspoons baking
powder • 1/4 teaspoon baking soda • 1 teaspoon xanthan gum • 1 teaspoon salt • 1/2 cup
coconut oil, plus more for the tins • 1/3 cup homemade applesauce or store-bought
unsweetened applesauce • 2 tablespoons pure vanilla extract • 1/2 cup hot water • 1 cup
vegan chocolate chipsPreheat the oven to 325°F. Lightly grease three 12-cup mini-muffin tins
with oil.In a medium bowl, whisk together the flours, potato starch, arrowroot, evaporated cane
juice, baking powder, baking soda, xanthan gum, and salt. Add the ½ cup oil and the
applesauce, vanilla, and hot water and stir until the batter is smooth. Using a plastic spatula,
gently fold in the chocolate chips just until they are evenly distributed throughout the batter.Using
a melon baller, scoop the batter into each prepared mini-muffin cup. Bake the blondies on the
center rack for 9 minutes, rotating the tins 180 degrees after 5 minutes. The finished blondies will
be golden brown and firm to the touch.Let the blondies stand in the tins for 10 minutes. To



maintain freshness, leave the blondies in the muffin tins until ready to serve. Cover with plastic
wrap and store at room temperature for up to 3 days.Read more
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Copyright © 2009 by Erin McKennaPhotographs copyright © 2009 by Tara DonneAll rights
reserved.Published in the United States by Clarkson Potter/Publishers, an imprint of the Crown
Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New York.CLARKSON POTTER is a
trademark and POTTER with colophon is a registered trademark of Random House, Inc.Library
of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataMcKenna, Erin, 1976– Babycakes: vegan, gluten-
free and (mostly) sugar-free recipes from New York’s most talked-about bakery/Erin McKenna.—
1st ed. p. c.m. 1. Gluten-free diet—Recipes. 2. Celiac disease—Diet therapy—Recipes. 3.
Food allergy—Diet therapy. 4. BabyCakes (Bakery).I. Title.RM237.86.M38 2009641.5’638—
dc22 2008025462Photograph on this page copyright © 2009 by Marcelo
Krasilcicrh_3.1_138968447_c0_r1This book is dedicated to my mother, Mary, and my father,
Frank. Without their sterling examples, I would never have been confident enough to take the
risk, had the faith to know I could make it a success, or have the ethics required to keep the
bakery alive.Thank you. I love you both so, so much.CoverTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationForeword by Tom ColicchioIntroductionNotes on Using BabyCakes’
Recipes: Tools, Ingredients, & TipsTools of the TradeIngredientsAdvice on Ingredient
SubstitutionsMeasurementsSpelt Versus Gluten-FreeCHAPTER NO. 1 MuffinsCHAPTER NO. 2
Biscuits & SconesCHAPTER NO. 3 TeacakesCHAPTER NO. 4 Cookies & BrowniesCHAPTER
NO. 5 Cupcakes & FrostingsCHAPTER NO. 6 Cakes & CrumblesCHAPTER NO. 7 Pies &
CobblersCHAPTER NO. 8
DrinksRESOURCESPURVEYORSACKNOWLEDGMENTSINDEXAcouple years ago I was
invited on a tour bus with Jerry Lee Lewis. Typically I show my appreciation for this sort of thing
by bringing treats from Craft, but the friend who had arranged the outing suffers from celiac
disease, limiting us to snacks made without wheat or gluten. Frankly, I was stumped. My wife
had read about BabyCakes and stopped by to load up on cupcakes and brownies for the tour
bus. To my surprise, the treats went over like great balls of fire.Soon after I was asked by Inc.
magazine to work with Erin for their annual mentoring issue. Though I needed no persuading,
Erin sent the mother-of-all-care-packages to my office. Now, my staff is a finicky and jaded
bunch, used to treats loaded with butter, eggs, and refined sugar. In our world, vegan is
pejorative.Not this time.My staff hoovered everything up, leaving nothing but crumbs (if that) for
me.When I visited BabyCakes, I was impressed at the line of people waiting to get in. Could
there be that many celiacs in New York City? As the customers filed through, I realized: most
were not. Alongside those with allergies or food sensitivities were the usual mix of demanding
New Yorkers needing a cupcake fix, and this tchotchke-filled, postage-stamp of a shop was their
bakery of choice. Healthfulness was beside the point.In this book, Erin has finally shared her
trade secrets—the ingredients and techniques that lend BabyCakes’ desserts the flavors,
textures, and happiness-factor you’d find in the best patisserie. The highest praise I can offer is
this: follow her recipes to the letter and you’ll fool them every time.—Tom Colicchioiam not a



baker by training, but I am without a doubt a competition-level snacker. When I was diagnosed
with wheat and dairy allergies in 2004, though, I was forced to face an uncertain future of
curtailed nibbling. Braced for the worst, I scoured upscale health-food markets for snacks that
met my finicky standards and found that allergy-conscious shoppers faced a wasteland of
uninspired products made from baffling, inaccessible ingredients. It seemed a real possibility
that my days of midday indulgences and nightly sweets were all behind me, a thought more
frightening than photographs of my eighth-grade perm!Yet I couldn’t be alone in this. Surely
there were others out there just like me, and beyond them an even larger group looking for an
attractive alternative to overly sweet, overly fattening, unimaginably bad-for-you desserts. I
decided to take matters into my own hands. Confined to my tiny Brooklyn apartment’s kitchen, I
spent more than a year developing a bakery’s worth of sweet and savory bits. A million recipe
attempts and a thousand mental meltdowns later, I was set to open my bakery, BabyCakes
NYC.Four days prior to the bakery’s opening, Time Out New York ran a story introducing us to
Manhattan’s Lower East Side. By ten o’clock the following morning, a line of customers had
formed outside the bakery, not knowing that my oven had not yet been delivered. People were
peeking in and tapping impatiently on the window while I hid in the back, brushing my hair
nervously. One elderly woman eventually forced her way inside and subjected me to an
impassioned account of walking two hours from her home on the Upper West Side only to find
she’d been cruelly misled. Aghast, embarrassed, and paralyzingly fragile, I quickly teared up,
and soon it was she who was consoling me! Others, noticing my distress, left more peacefully,
disappointed but promising to return.Of course, we eventually did open for business, in August
2005, and have been blessed ever since with a loyal and far-reaching clientele. I’ve long since
lost track of the number of allergic children and parents who have made the pilgrimage from San
Francisco or Austin or Honolulu to my bakery for their child’s first cupcake, but it’s fair to say that
teary-eyed exchanges between me and such parents are a weekly (and borderline
embarrassing) occurrence. There’s also no way to quantify how many people without food
constraints have lent me their support and become regular customers—based purely on the
taste of our products.I do not consider myself timid in the kitchen, and I strongly encourage you
to replace any nervousness with courage. On these pages are hundreds of the baking secrets
I’ve learned and developed. You will most certainly find plenty to keep you entertained: brownies
and cookies, muffins and teacakes, biscuits and scones, pies and cobblers … the holy and
glorious cupcake. Along the way I’ll help you navigate the potholes and pitfalls of alternative
baking, providing you with tips and guidelines that ensure success. I’ve tried to be specific, and
in most cases it is important that you follow my instructions carefully. Ultimately, though, I hope
you’ll feel empowered to take control of a fresh list of ingredients—that rather than the pantry’s
subjecting you to its will, you dictate your own exciting outcomes.Remember: It is important
never to be discouraged. Sure, you’ll botch a batch on occasion, and a few of your pennies will
no doubt be donated to Lord Garbage. But if I’ve learned anything, it’s that mistakes only make
success all the more delicious.Five years into this adventure, I’m very proud to finally present



you with BabyCakes. I promise you, it is like no recipe book you’ve used before.Let’s get busy!A
cursory flip through these recipes reveals several ingredients that may be new to you, as well as
some techniques that differ from those used in conventional baking books. This section contains
information about these alternative ingredients and other pointers that will help you get the best
possible results.It is important to note that while all of the recipes are vegan, not all are gluten-
free and/or sugar-free. If you have concerns about gluten, please read “Spelt Versus Gluten-
Free,”, and review the list of ingredients carefully before you begin any recipe.I’ve learned
countless things the hard way over the course of developing these recipes, and I’d like to help
you avoid following in my messy footsteps. All cooking involves a learning process, but I promise
that with every recipe and each mistake, things will get easier.Every time you bake from this
book, follow these three simple rules:Read the recipe all the way through.Identify and prepare
necessary ingredients.Be precise. Follow instructions as closely as possible.TOOLS OF THE
TRADEHere’s a bare-bones list of kitchen must-haves.Cutting board: Both plastic and wooden
cutting boards work well, but choose one with a sizable surface area.Whisk: For mixing together
dry ingredients and making smooth batters—you’ll use one for every recipe in this book.Rubber
spatula: For folding together ingredients as well as collecting all available batter from your mixing
bowl, thereby avoiding waste. It is absolutely essential.Frosting spatula: Sometimes referred to
as a palette knife, this spreads frosting evenly across the surfaces of cakes and
cupcakes.Measuring spoons: Invest in a set of spoons ranging from ⅛ teaspoon to 1
tablespoon.Measuring cups: In this cookbook, all ingredients, including liquids, are measured in
a dry measure. Dry-ingredient measuring cups are usually metal, hold a precise quantity, and
have a flat handle. You will need a set ranging from ¼ to 1 cup. (See “Measurements”.)Mixing
bowls, small and medium: Whatever your preference—metal, plastic, glass—it is important to
have at least two bowls, preferably of different sizes.Zester: For paring lemon and other citrus
peels.Potato peeler, grater, sharp knives, food processor, or blender: Those vegetables aren’t
going to chop themselves, but I’ll leave it to you to decide which tool is most effective. At the
bakery, we alternate between high- and low-tech tools, as each has its pros and cons. Proceed
according to your particular mood or fancy.Pastry brush: For oiling mini-muffin trays and loaf
pans and for brushing dough.Rolling pin: Get yourself a wooden one, with or without handles.
You will use it in preparing pie and biscuit recipes.Stainless-steel dough scraper: Also known as
a bench scraper, this tool comes in handy when ridding prep surfaces of unwanted dough or
transferring chopped ingredients to a bowl.Ice cream scoop/melon baller: Thumb-release
scoops are the most effective tool for achieving uniform measures for cookies, cupcakes, and
muffins. I use a ¼-cup ice cream scoop for cupcakes and a 1-inch melon baller for
cookies.Plastic squeeze bottle: Any simple variety helps in filling brownies and drizzling sauces
over crumb cakes.Cookie cutter: Used for portion control and uniformity in items like biscuits and
scones.Cupcake liners: Available at most grocery stores, these prevent cupcakes from sticking
to the pan.Cupcake, muffin, and mini-muffin tins: Muffin cups are slightly larger than cupcake
cups, by about 1 inch in diameter. Because these vary in size, try to get the correct one for each



recipe to ensure accurate baking times.Parchment paper: Because some of the ingredients
used in our recipes are stickier than their conventional counterparts, we recommend lining all
baking sheets. Wax paper is not an adequate substitute.Wire cooling rack: This raised rack
allows for baked goods to cool properly.Baking sheets/pie pans: Any type will suffice; each will
be used often.Loaf pans (7 × 4 × 3 inches): Stock up on more than one—before long, you’ll be
baking for the entire neighborhood.INGREDIENTS(Please refer also to “Resources,”, and
“Purveyors,”).Bob’s Red Mill Gluten-Free All-Purpose Baking Flour: This premixed flour
combination is so superior to other mixes that we would collapse in a tear-drenched tantrum if
they ever stopped making it. Love you, Bob!Garbanzo–fava bean flour: A key player when
combined with other starches to replicate the results of wheat flour. I generally prefer it to rice
flour because it gives breads a great rise.Brown rice flour: This starch is composed of finely
ground unhulled rice kernels. It is gluten-free and typically yields a dense, grainy crumb.Coconut
flour: Coconut flour is gluten-free. It can be added to recipes to raise protein and fiber levels and
to reduce overall carbohydrates. At BabyCakes NYC, it is an ingredient in the frosting because it
is an excellent thickener that is unmatched in quality and taste.Spelt flour: Spelt is wheat’s
distant cousin. Many people with delayed hypersensitivities to wheat, and even a number of
people allergic to regular wheat, find spelt protein much easier to digest than wheat protein.
Spelt, however, contains gluten, so it is not suitable for those on a gluten-free, wheat-free
diet.White spelt flour is made from spelt that has had the germ and bran removed. For recipes in
which a lighter texture is wanted, like biscuits and strawberry shortcakes, I opt for white spelt
flour; otherwise, I use whole spelt flour.Potato starch: An ideal alternative to cornstarch, it
thickens and adds moisture to baked goods.Arrowroot: An excellent thickener that can be used
in place of cornstarch to add smoothness. Great for its mild flavor and digestibility.Baking
powder: Not all baking powders are gluten-free, so be sure to check the label before you use a
brand.Kosher salt: You might not know it, but BabyCakes NYC is certified kosher, parve, and
vegan!Unsweetened cocoa powder: Not to be confused with regular cocoa mix, which contains
sugar. Make sure to get a natural unsweetened cocoa powder that is not Dutch processed or
alkalized, as those ingredients do not react with baking soda.Xanthan gum: Used in tiny
amounts, xanthan gum gives gluten-free batter viscosity and stickiness. Without it, your cakes
and cookies will fall apart into sad crumbles. Simply, you must make your relationship with
xanthan gum work at any cost.Agave nectar: This natural sweetener is produced in Mexico from
blue agave, salmiana, green, gray, thorny, or rainbow variety cactus. Agave nectar is much
sweeter than honey and has a lovely fluid consistency. It’s our favorite sweetener because it
takes longer to absorb into the bloodstream, so it doesn’t shoot your blood sugar up the way
refined sugars do.Evaporated cane juice: This is a sugar-based ingredient. There are times
when agave doesn’t provide the texture I’m looking for, and the evaporated crystals from cane
juice are a prime substitute. Although it is derived from sugarcane, it isn’t processed to the same
degree as refined sugar and therefore retains more of the nutrients found in cane sugar.Coconut
oil: Our favored fat in the bakery, coconut oil is high in omega-3 fatty acids (these are healthy!), is



packed with lauric acid, stores in your body as energy and not fat, and supports the proper
function of the thyroid, thus stimulating the metabolism. It’s a bit pricey, but so are the heart
attacks it helps prevent. Make sure to melt your coconut oil before you measure! It becomes
solid below 67°F.Vanilla: Because many brands of vanilla are filtered with gluten-filled, grain-
based alcohol, make sure to find a gluten-free brand you’re comfortable with.Vegan cheddar
cheese: The best vegan cheeses melt well and maintain their flavor in the process.Chocolate
chips: My favorites are Ghirardelli semisweet chocolate chips.Rice milk: A great vegan, soy-free
alternative to milk.Soy milk: If you are okay with soy, you can use it instead of rice milk, as it is a
bit creamier.Dry soy milk: Along with coconut flour, this is a primary ingredient in our world-
famous frosting. It gives a thick and creamy quality many people prefer to real
buttercream.Coconut milk: Substituting coconut milk for rice or soy milk yields an incredibly rich
product.Apple cider vinegar: Made from pulverized apples, this is the only vinegar I use in my
recipes. Mixed with rice milk, it is a great substitute for buttermilk.Flax meal: Generally used to
boost fiber and nutrition in recipes. I use it as a substitute for eggs in some muffins and
cookies.ADVICE ON INGREDIENT SUBSTITUTIONSOf course, it is your prerogative to replace
any of the ingredients in my recipes with others you are most comfortable using, but I can’t
guarantee the results. While testing recipes for this cookbook, I tried substitutes for some of the
more costly ingredients, and the results were simply not up to par. That said, pennies are
pennies, and you may find a bargain in some ingredient substitutions. Here are a few options
that I found yielded results similar to the original.• Milk: We primarily use rice milk, but coconut
milk and soy milk can be used if your diet requires. Substitute the milk of your choice in equal
measure, but be aware that any substitution will likely affect both the thickness and the
sweetness of your batter. Adjust accordingly.• Sweeteners: You can swap agave nectar for
evaporated cane juice, and vice versa. One cup evaporated cane juice equals ¾ cup agave
nectar. When replacing 1 cup evaporated cane juice with ¾ cup agave nectar, reduce the milk in
the recipe by ¼ cup (oil measure remains the same). When using evaporated cane juice instead
of agave nectar, add ¾ cup hot water to compensate for the lost moisture.• Oils: If you are
unable to use coconut oil, avocado, grapeseed, and pumpkin seed oil are all healthy choices,
but canola oil is the most price-conscious option. You may also oil your pans with a nonstick
spray. If you are gluten intolerant, be sure to use a plain formula and not one made for baking, as
the latter contains wheat.• Flours: Rice flour can be substituted in equal measure for garbanzo–
fava bean flour. Neither spelt nor Bob’s Red Mill Gluten-Free All-Purpose Flour, however, can
stand in for garbanzo–fava bean flour.MEASUREMENTSRemember, baking is a science as
much as it is an art, and precise measurements are crucial. You will save countless dollars and
endless hours if you follow a few simple rules when making the recipes in this book.All quantities
in these recipes were measured in dry-ingredient measuring cups, including liquids. Never use
clear measuring cups with a spout and a handle (in baking circles, known as liquid measuring
cups). Trust me, the difference is real.Always fill measuring cups evenly; do not
approximate.Always use proper measuring spoons. The teaspoons and tablespoons in your



silverware drawer won’t cut it, and eyeballed or otherwise rough measurements will result in
baked goods so terrible and ugly I don’t even want to discuss it.SPELT VERSUS GLUTEN-
FREEIf you have made your way into the bakery, or even just read press clippings or browsed
our menu at , you know we use either spelt flour or gluten-free flour in all our recipes. It’s
important to understand the difference between them before deciding which recipes are best
suited to your needs.Gluten is the protein found in grains such as wheat, barley, and rye. It
provides structure, elasticity, and texture in breads. Unfortunately, it also provides millions of
people with a variety of digestive and general health maladies.Spelt is an ancient and distant
ancestor to wheat, and it contains some of the same properties, including gluten. However,
many people with wheat sensitivities are able to digest spelt comfortably and appreciate that it is
high in complex carbohydrates, lower in overall carbohydrates, and contains enzymes that assist
in glucose and insulin secretion. I am one of these people. This is why I use spelt flour in several
of the recipes I’ve included in this book. I do not, however, encourage people who are wheat
intolerant to consume spelt or spelt-based flour unless they’ve received the go-ahead from a
doctor or a nutritionist.Throughout this cookbook, only those recipes that call for the ingredient
spelt flour contain gluten. At BabyCakes NYC, I go to great measures to ensure that there is no
cross-contamination between the spelt flour and the rest of the bakery. We maintain separate
mixing bowls, whisks, spatulas, measuring utensils, baking pans, sheet trays, sinks, and
sponges all clearly labeled “Spelt” or “Gluten-Free.”Again, if you’ve been diagnosed with gluten
allergies, it is important to consult your doctor before indulging in any of the spelt-based recipes
in this cookbook. I’ve clearly indicated what type of flour is used in each recipe, so please,
please read them closely. Agreed? Okay, then!apple-cinnamon muffinsginger-peach corn
muffinspumpkin-spice muffinszucchini muffinsblueberry muffinsConsidering my affinity for
sweets, snacks, and everything in between, staying light on my toes hasn’t always been easy.
When I was nineteen, in a cruel manifestation of the “freshman 15,” my once-miniature buns
threatened to overtake the waistband of my favorite Frankie B jeans, emulating the beloved
muffin tops that were the corner-stone of my high school diet. It took me a while to pinpoint the
cause of this inflationary trend, as I believed muffins were a healthy alternative to bear claws and
that a sugary mochaccino or three would pick up the tab for a lazy metabolism! Of course, now
we all know that muffins are just handsomely packaged hunks of cake—not really the smartest
way to start the day.Copyright © 2009 by Erin McKennaPhotographs copyright © 2009 by Tara
DonneAll rights reserved.Published in the United States by Clarkson Potter/Publishers, an
imprint of the Crown Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New York.CLARKSON
POTTER is a trademark and POTTER with colophon is a registered trademark of Random
House, Inc.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataMcKenna, Erin, 1976–
Babycakes: vegan, gluten-free and (mostly) sugar-free recipes from New York’s most talked-
about bakery/Erin McKenna.—1st ed. p. c.m. 1. Gluten-free diet—Recipes. 2. Celiac disease
—Diet therapy—Recipes. 3. Food allergy—Diet therapy. 4. BabyCakes (Bakery).I.
Title.RM237.86.M38 2009641.5’638—dc22 2008025462Photograph on this page copyright
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the risk, had the faith to know I could make it a success, or have the ethics required to keep the
bakery alive.Thank you. I love you both so, so much.This book is dedicated to my mother, Mary,
and my father, Frank. Without their sterling examples, I would never have been confident enough
to take the risk, had the faith to know I could make it a success, or have the ethics required to
keep the bakery alive.Thank you. I love you both so, so much.CoverTitle
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DrinksRESOURCESPURVEYORSACKNOWLEDGMENTSINDEXAcouple years ago I was
invited on a tour bus with Jerry Lee Lewis. Typically I show my appreciation for this sort of thing
by bringing treats from Craft, but the friend who had arranged the outing suffers from celiac
disease, limiting us to snacks made without wheat or gluten. Frankly, I was stumped. My wife
had read about BabyCakes and stopped by to load up on cupcakes and brownies for the tour
bus. To my surprise, the treats went over like great balls of fire.Soon after I was asked by Inc.
magazine to work with Erin for their annual mentoring issue. Though I needed no persuading,
Erin sent the mother-of-all-care-packages to my office. Now, my staff is a finicky and jaded
bunch, used to treats loaded with butter, eggs, and refined sugar. In our world, vegan is



pejorative.Not this time.My staff hoovered everything up, leaving nothing but crumbs (if that) for
me.When I visited BabyCakes, I was impressed at the line of people waiting to get in. Could
there be that many celiacs in New York City? As the customers filed through, I realized: most
were not. Alongside those with allergies or food sensitivities were the usual mix of demanding
New Yorkers needing a cupcake fix, and this tchotchke-filled, postage-stamp of a shop was their
bakery of choice. Healthfulness was beside the point.In this book, Erin has finally shared her
trade secrets—the ingredients and techniques that lend BabyCakes’ desserts the flavors,
textures, and happiness-factor you’d find in the best patisserie. The highest praise I can offer is
this: follow her recipes to the letter and you’ll fool them every time.—Tom ColicchioAcouple
years ago I was invited on a tour bus with Jerry Lee Lewis. Typically I show my appreciation for
this sort of thing by bringing treats from Craft, but the friend who had arranged the outing suffers
from celiac disease, limiting us to snacks made without wheat or gluten. Frankly, I was stumped.
My wife had read about BabyCakes and stopped by to load up on cupcakes and brownies for
the tour bus. To my surprise, the treats went over like great balls of fire.Soon after I was asked by
Inc. magazine to work with Erin for their annual mentoring issue. Though I needed no
persuading, Erin sent the mother-of-all-care-packages to my office. Now, my staff is a finicky and
jaded bunch, used to treats loaded with butter, eggs, and refined sugar. In our world, vegan is
pejorative.Not this time.My staff hoovered everything up, leaving nothing but crumbs (if that) for
me.When I visited BabyCakes, I was impressed at the line of people waiting to get in. Could
there be that many celiacs in New York City? As the customers filed through, I realized: most
were not. Alongside those with allergies or food sensitivities were the usual mix of demanding
New Yorkers needing a cupcake fix, and this tchotchke-filled, postage-stamp of a shop was their
bakery of choice. Healthfulness was beside the point.In this book, Erin has finally shared her
trade secrets—the ingredients and techniques that lend BabyCakes’ desserts the flavors,
textures, and happiness-factor you’d find in the best patisserie. The highest praise I can offer is
this: follow her recipes to the letter and you’ll fool them every time.—Tom Colicchioiam not a
baker by training, but I am without a doubt a competition-level snacker. When I was diagnosed
with wheat and dairy allergies in 2004, though, I was forced to face an uncertain future of
curtailed nibbling. Braced for the worst, I scoured upscale health-food markets for snacks that
met my finicky standards and found that allergy-conscious shoppers faced a wasteland of
uninspired products made from baffling, inaccessible ingredients. It seemed a real possibility
that my days of midday indulgences and nightly sweets were all behind me, a thought more
frightening than photographs of my eighth-grade perm!Yet I couldn’t be alone in this. Surely
there were others out there just like me, and beyond them an even larger group looking for an
attractive alternative to overly sweet, overly fattening, unimaginably bad-for-you desserts. I
decided to take matters into my own hands. Confined to my tiny Brooklyn apartment’s kitchen, I
spent more than a year developing a bakery’s worth of sweet and savory bits. A million recipe
attempts and a thousand mental meltdowns later, I was set to open my bakery, BabyCakes
NYC.Four days prior to the bakery’s opening, Time Out New York ran a story introducing us to



Manhattan’s Lower East Side. By ten o’clock the following morning, a line of customers had
formed outside the bakery, not knowing that my oven had not yet been delivered. People were
peeking in and tapping impatiently on the window while I hid in the back, brushing my hair
nervously. One elderly woman eventually forced her way inside and subjected me to an
impassioned account of walking two hours from her home on the Upper West Side only to find
she’d been cruelly misled. Aghast, embarrassed, and paralyzingly fragile, I quickly teared up,
and soon it was she who was consoling me! Others, noticing my distress, left more peacefully,
disappointed but promising to return.Of course, we eventually did open for business, in August
2005, and have been blessed ever since with a loyal and far-reaching clientele. I’ve long since
lost track of the number of allergic children and parents who have made the pilgrimage from San
Francisco or Austin or Honolulu to my bakery for their child’s first cupcake, but it’s fair to say that
teary-eyed exchanges between me and such parents are a weekly (and borderline
embarrassing) occurrence. There’s also no way to quantify how many people without food
constraints have lent me their support and become regular customers—based purely on the
taste of our products.I do not consider myself timid in the kitchen, and I strongly encourage you
to replace any nervousness with courage. On these pages are hundreds of the baking secrets
I’ve learned and developed. You will most certainly find plenty to keep you entertained: brownies
and cookies, muffins and teacakes, biscuits and scones, pies and cobblers … the holy and
glorious cupcake. Along the way I’ll help you navigate the potholes and pitfalls of alternative
baking, providing you with tips and guidelines that ensure success. I’ve tried to be specific, and
in most cases it is important that you follow my instructions carefully. Ultimately, though, I hope
you’ll feel empowered to take control of a fresh list of ingredients—that rather than the pantry’s
subjecting you to its will, you dictate your own exciting outcomes.Remember: It is important
never to be discouraged. Sure, you’ll botch a batch on occasion, and a few of your pennies will
no doubt be donated to Lord Garbage. But if I’ve learned anything, it’s that mistakes only make
success all the more delicious.Five years into this adventure, I’m very proud to finally present
you with BabyCakes. I promise you, it is like no recipe book you’ve used before.Let’s get busy!
iam not a baker by training, but I am without a doubt a competition-level snacker. When I was
diagnosed with wheat and dairy allergies in 2004, though, I was forced to face an uncertain
future of curtailed nibbling. Braced for the worst, I scoured upscale health-food markets for
snacks that met my finicky standards and found that allergy-conscious shoppers faced a
wasteland of uninspired products made from baffling, inaccessible ingredients. It seemed a real
possibility that my days of midday indulgences and nightly sweets were all behind me, a thought
more frightening than photographs of my eighth-grade perm!Yet I couldn’t be alone in this.
Surely there were others out there just like me, and beyond them an even larger group looking
for an attractive alternative to overly sweet, overly fattening, unimaginably bad-for-you desserts. I
decided to take matters into my own hands. Confined to my tiny Brooklyn apartment’s kitchen, I
spent more than a year developing a bakery’s worth of sweet and savory bits. A million recipe
attempts and a thousand mental meltdowns later, I was set to open my bakery, BabyCakes



NYC.Four days prior to the bakery’s opening, Time Out New York ran a story introducing us to
Manhattan’s Lower East Side. By ten o’clock the following morning, a line of customers had
formed outside the bakery, not knowing that my oven had not yet been delivered. People were
peeking in and tapping impatiently on the window while I hid in the back, brushing my hair
nervously. One elderly woman eventually forced her way inside and subjected me to an
impassioned account of walking two hours from her home on the Upper West Side only to find
she’d been cruelly misled. Aghast, embarrassed, and paralyzingly fragile, I quickly teared up,
and soon it was she who was consoling me! Others, noticing my distress, left more peacefully,
disappointed but promising to return.Of course, we eventually did open for business, in August
2005, and have been blessed ever since with a loyal and far-reaching clientele. I’ve long since
lost track of the number of allergic children and parents who have made the pilgrimage from San
Francisco or Austin or Honolulu to my bakery for their child’s first cupcake, but it’s fair to say that
teary-eyed exchanges between me and such parents are a weekly (and borderline
embarrassing) occurrence. There’s also no way to quantify how many people without food
constraints have lent me their support and become regular customers—based purely on the
taste of our products.I do not consider myself timid in the kitchen, and I strongly encourage you
to replace any nervousness with courage. On these pages are hundreds of the baking secrets
I’ve learned and developed. You will most certainly find plenty to keep you entertained: brownies
and cookies, muffins and teacakes, biscuits and scones, pies and cobblers … the holy and
glorious cupcake. Along the way I’ll help you navigate the potholes and pitfalls of alternative
baking, providing you with tips and guidelines that ensure success. I’ve tried to be specific, and
in most cases it is important that you follow my instructions carefully. Ultimately, though, I hope
you’ll feel empowered to take control of a fresh list of ingredients—that rather than the pantry’s
subjecting you to its will, you dictate your own exciting outcomes.Remember: It is important
never to be discouraged. Sure, you’ll botch a batch on occasion, and a few of your pennies will
no doubt be donated to Lord Garbage. But if I’ve learned anything, it’s that mistakes only make
success all the more delicious.Five years into this adventure, I’m very proud to finally present
you with BabyCakes. I promise you, it is like no recipe book you’ve used before.Let’s get busy!A
cursory flip through these recipes reveals several ingredients that may be new to you, as well as
some techniques that differ from those used in conventional baking books. This section contains
information about these alternative ingredients and other pointers that will help you get the best
possible results.It is important to note that while all of the recipes are vegan, not all are gluten-
free and/or sugar-free. If you have concerns about gluten, please read “Spelt Versus Gluten-
Free,”, and review the list of ingredients carefully before you begin any recipe.I’ve learned
countless things the hard way over the course of developing these recipes, and I’d like to help
you avoid following in my messy footsteps. All cooking involves a learning process, but I promise
that with every recipe and each mistake, things will get easier.Every time you bake from this
book, follow these three simple rules:Read the recipe all the way through.Identify and prepare
necessary ingredients.Be precise. Follow instructions as closely as possible.A cursory flip



through these recipes reveals several ingredients that may be new to you, as well as some
techniques that differ from those used in conventional baking books. This section contains
information about these alternative ingredients and other pointers that will help you get the best
possible results.It is important to note that while all of the recipes are vegan, not all are gluten-
free and/or sugar-free. If you have concerns about gluten, please read “Spelt Versus Gluten-
Free,”, and review the list of ingredients carefully before you begin any recipe.I’ve learned
countless things the hard way over the course of developing these recipes, and I’d like to help
you avoid following in my messy footsteps. All cooking involves a learning process, but I promise
that with every recipe and each mistake, things will get easier.Every time you bake from this
book, follow these three simple rules:Read the recipe all the way through.Identify and prepare
necessary ingredients.Be precise. Follow instructions as closely as possible.Read the recipe all
the way through.Identify and prepare necessary ingredients.Be precise. Follow instructions as
closely as possible.TOOLS OF THE TRADEHere’s a bare-bones list of kitchen must-
haves.Cutting board: Both plastic and wooden cutting boards work well, but choose one with a
sizable surface area.Whisk: For mixing together dry ingredients and making smooth batters—
you’ll use one for every recipe in this book.Rubber spatula: For folding together ingredients as
well as collecting all available batter from your mixing bowl, thereby avoiding waste. It is
absolutely essential.Frosting spatula: Sometimes referred to as a palette knife, this spreads
frosting evenly across the surfaces of cakes and cupcakes.Measuring spoons: Invest in a set of
spoons ranging from ⅛ teaspoon to 1 tablespoon.Measuring cups: In this cookbook, all
ingredients, including liquids, are measured in a dry measure. Dry-ingredient measuring cups
are usually metal, hold a precise quantity, and have a flat handle. You will need a set ranging
from ¼ to 1 cup. (See “Measurements”.)Mixing bowls, small and medium: Whatever your
preference—metal, plastic, glass—it is important to have at least two bowls, preferably of
different sizes.Zester: For paring lemon and other citrus peels.Potato peeler, grater, sharp
knives, food processor, or blender: Those vegetables aren’t going to chop themselves, but I’ll
leave it to you to decide which tool is most effective. At the bakery, we alternate between high-
and low-tech tools, as each has its pros and cons. Proceed according to your particular mood or
fancy.Pastry brush: For oiling mini-muffin trays and loaf pans and for brushing dough.Rolling pin:
Get yourself a wooden one, with or without handles. You will use it in preparing pie and biscuit
recipes.Stainless-steel dough scraper: Also known as a bench scraper, this tool comes in handy
when ridding prep surfaces of unwanted dough or transferring chopped ingredients to a bowl.Ice
cream scoop/melon baller: Thumb-release scoops are the most effective tool for achieving
uniform measures for cookies, cupcakes, and muffins. I use a ¼-cup ice cream scoop for
cupcakes and a 1-inch melon baller for cookies.Plastic squeeze bottle: Any simple variety helps
in filling brownies and drizzling sauces over crumb cakes.Cookie cutter: Used for portion control
and uniformity in items like biscuits and scones.Cupcake liners: Available at most grocery stores,
these prevent cupcakes from sticking to the pan.Cupcake, muffin, and mini-muffin tins: Muffin
cups are slightly larger than cupcake cups, by about 1 inch in diameter. Because these vary in



size, try to get the correct one for each recipe to ensure accurate baking times.Parchment paper:
Because some of the ingredients used in our recipes are stickier than their conventional
counterparts, we recommend lining all baking sheets. Wax paper is not an adequate
substitute.Wire cooling rack: This raised rack allows for baked goods to cool properly.Baking
sheets/pie pans: Any type will suffice; each will be used often.Loaf pans (7 × 4 × 3 inches): Stock
up on more than one—before long, you’ll be baking for the entire neighborhood.TOOLS OF THE
TRADEHere’s a bare-bones list of kitchen must-haves.Cutting board: Both plastic and wooden
cutting boards work well, but choose one with a sizable surface area.Whisk: For mixing together
dry ingredients and making smooth batters—you’ll use one for every recipe in this book.Rubber
spatula: For folding together ingredients as well as collecting all available batter from your mixing
bowl, thereby avoiding waste. It is absolutely essential.Frosting spatula: Sometimes referred to
as a palette knife, this spreads frosting evenly across the surfaces of cakes and
cupcakes.Measuring spoons: Invest in a set of spoons ranging from ⅛ teaspoon to 1
tablespoon.Measuring cups: In this cookbook, all ingredients, including liquids, are measured in
a dry measure. Dry-ingredient measuring cups are usually metal, hold a precise quantity, and
have a flat handle. You will need a set ranging from ¼ to 1 cup. (See “Measurements”.)Mixing
bowls, small and medium: Whatever your preference—metal, plastic, glass—it is important to
have at least two bowls, preferably of different sizes.Zester: For paring lemon and other citrus
peels.Potato peeler, grater, sharp knives, food processor, or blender: Those vegetables aren’t
going to chop themselves, but I’ll leave it to you to decide which tool is most effective. At the
bakery, we alternate between high- and low-tech tools, as each has its pros and cons. Proceed
according to your particular mood or fancy.Pastry brush: For oiling mini-muffin trays and loaf
pans and for brushing dough.Rolling pin: Get yourself a wooden one, with or without handles.
You will use it in preparing pie and biscuit recipes.Stainless-steel dough scraper: Also known as
a bench scraper, this tool comes in handy when ridding prep surfaces of unwanted dough or
transferring chopped ingredients to a bowl.Ice cream scoop/melon baller: Thumb-release
scoops are the most effective tool for achieving uniform measures for cookies, cupcakes, and
muffins. I use a ¼-cup ice cream scoop for cupcakes and a 1-inch melon baller for
cookies.Plastic squeeze bottle: Any simple variety helps in filling brownies and drizzling sauces
over crumb cakes.Cookie cutter: Used for portion control and uniformity in items like biscuits and
scones.Cupcake liners: Available at most grocery stores, these prevent cupcakes from sticking
to the pan.Cupcake, muffin, and mini-muffin tins: Muffin cups are slightly larger than cupcake
cups, by about 1 inch in diameter. Because these vary in size, try to get the correct one for each
recipe to ensure accurate baking times.Parchment paper: Because some of the ingredients
used in our recipes are stickier than their conventional counterparts, we recommend lining all
baking sheets. Wax paper is not an adequate substitute.Wire cooling rack: This raised rack
allows for baked goods to cool properly.Baking sheets/pie pans: Any type will suffice; each will
be used often.Loaf pans (7 × 4 × 3 inches): Stock up on more than one—before long, you’ll be
baking for the entire neighborhood.INGREDIENTS(Please refer also to “Resources,”, and



“Purveyors,”).Bob’s Red Mill Gluten-Free All-Purpose Baking Flour: This premixed flour
combination is so superior to other mixes that we would collapse in a tear-drenched tantrum if
they ever stopped making it. Love you, Bob!Garbanzo–fava bean flour: A key player when
combined with other starches to replicate the results of wheat flour. I generally prefer it to rice
flour because it gives breads a great rise.Brown rice flour: This starch is composed of finely
ground unhulled rice kernels. It is gluten-free and typically yields a dense, grainy crumb.Coconut
flour: Coconut flour is gluten-free. It can be added to recipes to raise protein and fiber levels and
to reduce overall carbohydrates. At BabyCakes NYC, it is an ingredient in the frosting because it
is an excellent thickener that is unmatched in quality and taste.Spelt flour: Spelt is wheat’s
distant cousin. Many people with delayed hypersensitivities to wheat, and even a number of
people allergic to regular wheat, find spelt protein much easier to digest than wheat protein.
Spelt, however, contains gluten, so it is not suitable for those on a gluten-free, wheat-free
diet.White spelt flour is made from spelt that has had the germ and bran removed. For recipes in
which a lighter texture is wanted, like biscuits and strawberry shortcakes, I opt for white spelt
flour; otherwise, I use whole spelt flour.Potato starch: An ideal alternative to cornstarch, it
thickens and adds moisture to baked goods.Arrowroot: An excellent thickener that can be used
in place of cornstarch to add smoothness. Great for its mild flavor and digestibility.Baking
powder: Not all baking powders are gluten-free, so be sure to check the label before you use a
brand.Kosher salt: You might not know it, but BabyCakes NYC is certified kosher, parve, and
vegan!Unsweetened cocoa powder: Not to be confused with regular cocoa mix, which contains
sugar. Make sure to get a natural unsweetened cocoa powder that is not Dutch processed or
alkalized, as those ingredients do not react with baking soda.Xanthan gum: Used in tiny
amounts, xanthan gum gives gluten-free batter viscosity and stickiness. Without it, your cakes
and cookies will fall apart into sad crumbles. Simply, you must make your relationship with
xanthan gum work at any cost.Agave nectar: This natural sweetener is produced in Mexico from
blue agave, salmiana, green, gray, thorny, or rainbow variety cactus. Agave nectar is much
sweeter than honey and has a lovely fluid consistency. It’s our favorite sweetener because it
takes longer to absorb into the bloodstream, so it doesn’t shoot your blood sugar up the way
refined sugars do.Evaporated cane juice: This is a sugar-based ingredient. There are times
when agave doesn’t provide the texture I’m looking for, and the evaporated crystals from cane
juice are a prime substitute. Although it is derived from sugarcane, it isn’t processed to the same
degree as refined sugar and therefore retains more of the nutrients found in cane sugar.Coconut
oil: Our favored fat in the bakery, coconut oil is high in omega-3 fatty acids (these are healthy!), is
packed with lauric acid, stores in your body as energy and not fat, and supports the proper
function of the thyroid, thus stimulating the metabolism. It’s a bit pricey, but so are the heart
attacks it helps prevent. Make sure to melt your coconut oil before you measure! It becomes
solid below 67°F.Vanilla: Because many brands of vanilla are filtered with gluten-filled, grain-
based alcohol, make sure to find a gluten-free brand you’re comfortable with.Vegan cheddar
cheese: The best vegan cheeses melt well and maintain their flavor in the process.Chocolate



chips: My favorites are Ghirardelli semisweet chocolate chips.Rice milk: A great vegan, soy-free
alternative to milk.Soy milk: If you are okay with soy, you can use it instead of rice milk, as it is a
bit creamier.Dry soy milk: Along with coconut flour, this is a primary ingredient in our world-
famous frosting. It gives a thick and creamy quality many people prefer to real
buttercream.Coconut milk: Substituting coconut milk for rice or soy milk yields an incredibly rich
product.Apple cider vinegar: Made from pulverized apples, this is the only vinegar I use in my
recipes. Mixed with rice milk, it is a great substitute for buttermilk.Flax meal: Generally used to
boost fiber and nutrition in recipes. I use it as a substitute for eggs in some muffins and
cookies.INGREDIENTS(Please refer also to “Resources,”, and “Purveyors,”).Bob’s Red Mill
Gluten-Free All-Purpose Baking Flour: This premixed flour combination is so superior to other
mixes that we would collapse in a tear-drenched tantrum if they ever stopped making it. Love
you, Bob!Garbanzo–fava bean flour: A key player when combined with other starches to
replicate the results of wheat flour. I generally prefer it to rice flour because it gives breads a
great rise.Brown rice flour: This starch is composed of finely ground unhulled rice kernels. It is
gluten-free and typically yields a dense, grainy crumb.Coconut flour: Coconut flour is gluten-free.
It can be added to recipes to raise protein and fiber levels and to reduce overall carbohydrates.
At BabyCakes NYC, it is an ingredient in the frosting because it is an excellent thickener that is
unmatched in quality and taste.Spelt flour: Spelt is wheat’s distant cousin. Many people with
delayed hypersensitivities to wheat, and even a number of people allergic to regular wheat, find
spelt protein much easier to digest than wheat protein. Spelt, however, contains gluten, so it is
not suitable for those on a gluten-free, wheat-free diet.White spelt flour is made from spelt that
has had the germ and bran removed. For recipes in which a lighter texture is wanted, like
biscuits and strawberry shortcakes, I opt for white spelt flour; otherwise, I use whole spelt
flour.Potato starch: An ideal alternative to cornstarch, it thickens and adds moisture to baked
goods.Arrowroot: An excellent thickener that can be used in place of cornstarch to add
smoothness. Great for its mild flavor and digestibility.Baking powder: Not all baking powders are
gluten-free, so be sure to check the label before you use a brand.Kosher salt: You might not
know it, but BabyCakes NYC is certified kosher, parve, and vegan!Unsweetened cocoa powder:
Not to be confused with regular cocoa mix, which contains sugar. Make sure to get a natural
unsweetened cocoa powder that is not Dutch processed or alkalized, as those ingredients do
not react with baking soda.Xanthan gum: Used in tiny amounts, xanthan gum gives gluten-free
batter viscosity and stickiness. Without it, your cakes and cookies will fall apart into sad
crumbles. Simply, you must make your relationship with xanthan gum work at any cost.Agave
nectar: This natural sweetener is produced in Mexico from blue agave, salmiana, green, gray,
thorny, or rainbow variety cactus. Agave nectar is much sweeter than honey and has a lovely
fluid consistency. It’s our favorite sweetener because it takes longer to absorb into the
bloodstream, so it doesn’t shoot your blood sugar up the way refined sugars do.Evaporated
cane juice: This is a sugar-based ingredient. There are times when agave doesn’t provide the
texture I’m looking for, and the evaporated crystals from cane juice are a prime substitute.



Although it is derived from sugarcane, it isn’t processed to the same degree as refined sugar
and therefore retains more of the nutrients found in cane sugar.Coconut oil: Our favored fat in the
bakery, coconut oil is high in omega-3 fatty acids (these are healthy!), is packed with lauric acid,
stores in your body as energy and not fat, and supports the proper function of the thyroid, thus
stimulating the metabolism. It’s a bit pricey, but so are the heart attacks it helps prevent. Make
sure to melt your coconut oil before you measure! It becomes solid below 67°F.Vanilla: Because
many brands of vanilla are filtered with gluten-filled, grain-based alcohol, make sure to find a
gluten-free brand you’re comfortable with.Vegan cheddar cheese: The best vegan cheeses melt
well and maintain their flavor in the process.Chocolate chips: My favorites are Ghirardelli
semisweet chocolate chips.Rice milk: A great vegan, soy-free alternative to milk.Soy milk: If you
are okay with soy, you can use it instead of rice milk, as it is a bit creamier.Dry soy milk: Along
with coconut flour, this is a primary ingredient in our world-famous frosting. It gives a thick and
creamy quality many people prefer to real buttercream.Coconut milk: Substituting coconut milk
for rice or soy milk yields an incredibly rich product.Apple cider vinegar: Made from pulverized
apples, this is the only vinegar I use in my recipes. Mixed with rice milk, it is a great substitute for
buttermilk.Flax meal: Generally used to boost fiber and nutrition in recipes. I use it as a substitute
for eggs in some muffins and cookies.ADVICE ON INGREDIENT SUBSTITUTIONSOf course, it
is your prerogative to replace any of the ingredients in my recipes with others you are most
comfortable using, but I can’t guarantee the results. While testing recipes for this cookbook, I
tried substitutes for some of the more costly ingredients, and the results were simply not up to
par. That said, pennies are pennies, and you may find a bargain in some ingredient substitutions.
Here are a few options that I found yielded results similar to the original.• Milk: We primarily use
rice milk, but coconut milk and soy milk can be used if your diet requires. Substitute the milk of
your choice in equal measure, but be aware that any substitution will likely affect both the
thickness and the sweetness of your batter. Adjust accordingly.• Sweeteners: You can swap
agave nectar for evaporated cane juice, and vice versa. One cup evaporated cane juice equals
¾ cup agave nectar. When replacing 1 cup evaporated cane juice with ¾ cup agave nectar,
reduce the milk in the recipe by ¼ cup (oil measure remains the same). When using evaporated
cane juice instead of agave nectar, add ¾ cup hot water to compensate for the lost moisture.•
Oils: If you are unable to use coconut oil, avocado, grapeseed, and pumpkin seed oil are all
healthy choices, but canola oil is the most price-conscious option. You may also oil your pans
with a nonstick spray. If you are gluten intolerant, be sure to use a plain formula and not one
made for baking, as the latter contains wheat.• Flours: Rice flour can be substituted in equal
measure for garbanzo–fava bean flour. Neither spelt nor Bob’s Red Mill Gluten-Free All-Purpose
Flour, however, can stand in for garbanzo–fava bean flour.ADVICE ON INGREDIENT
SUBSTITUTIONSOf course, it is your prerogative to replace any of the ingredients in my recipes
with others you are most comfortable using, but I can’t guarantee the results. While testing
recipes for this cookbook, I tried substitutes for some of the more costly ingredients, and the
results were simply not up to par. That said, pennies are pennies, and you may find a bargain in



some ingredient substitutions. Here are a few options that I found yielded results similar to the
original.• Milk: We primarily use rice milk, but coconut milk and soy milk can be used if your diet
requires. Substitute the milk of your choice in equal measure, but be aware that any substitution
will likely affect both the thickness and the sweetness of your batter. Adjust accordingly.•
Sweeteners: You can swap agave nectar for evaporated cane juice, and vice versa. One cup
evaporated cane juice equals ¾ cup agave nectar. When replacing 1 cup evaporated cane juice
with ¾ cup agave nectar, reduce the milk in the recipe by ¼ cup (oil measure remains the same).
When using evaporated cane juice instead of agave nectar, add ¾ cup hot water to compensate
for the lost moisture.• Oils: If you are unable to use coconut oil, avocado, grapeseed, and
pumpkin seed oil are all healthy choices, but canola oil is the most price-conscious option. You
may also oil your pans with a nonstick spray. If you are gluten intolerant, be sure to use a plain
formula and not one made for baking, as the latter contains wheat.• Flours: Rice flour can be
substituted in equal measure for garbanzo–fava bean flour. Neither spelt nor Bob’s Red Mill
Gluten-Free All-Purpose Flour, however, can stand in for garbanzo–fava bean
flour.MEASUREMENTSRemember, baking is a science as much as it is an art, and precise
measurements are crucial. You will save countless dollars and endless hours if you follow a few
simple rules when making the recipes in this book.All quantities in these recipes were measured
in dry-ingredient measuring cups, including liquids. Never use clear measuring cups with a spout
and a handle (in baking circles, known as liquid measuring cups). Trust me, the difference is
real.Always fill measuring cups evenly; do not approximate.Always use proper measuring
spoons. The teaspoons and tablespoons in your silverware drawer won’t cut it, and eyeballed or
otherwise rough measurements will result in baked goods so terrible and ugly I don’t even want
to discuss it.MEASUREMENTSRemember, baking is a science as much as it is an art, and
precise measurements are crucial. You will save countless dollars and endless hours if you
follow a few simple rules when making the recipes in this book.All quantities in these recipes
were measured in dry-ingredient measuring cups, including liquids. Never use clear measuring
cups with a spout and a handle (in baking circles, known as liquid measuring cups). Trust me,
the difference is real.Always fill measuring cups evenly; do not approximate.Always use proper
measuring spoons. The teaspoons and tablespoons in your silverware drawer won’t cut it, and
eyeballed or otherwise rough measurements will result in baked goods so terrible and ugly I
don’t even want to discuss it.SPELT VERSUS GLUTEN-FREEIf you have made your way into
the bakery, or even just read press clippings or browsed our menu at , you know we use either
spelt flour or gluten-free flour in all our recipes. It’s important to understand the difference
between them before deciding which recipes are best suited to your needs.Gluten is the protein
found in grains such as wheat, barley, and rye. It provides structure, elasticity, and texture in
breads. Unfortunately, it also provides millions of people with a variety of digestive and general
health maladies.Spelt is an ancient and distant ancestor to wheat, and it contains some of the
same properties, including gluten. However, many people with wheat sensitivities are able to
digest spelt comfortably and appreciate that it is high in complex carbohydrates, lower in overall



carbohydrates, and contains enzymes that assist in glucose and insulin secretion. I am one of
these people. This is why I use spelt flour in several of the recipes I’ve included in this book. I do
not, however, encourage people who are wheat intolerant to consume spelt or spelt-based flour
unless they’ve received the go-ahead from a doctor or a nutritionist.Throughout this cookbook,
only those recipes that call for the ingredient spelt flour contain gluten. At BabyCakes NYC, I go
to great measures to ensure that there is no cross-contamination between the spelt flour and the
rest of the bakery. We maintain separate mixing bowls, whisks, spatulas, measuring utensils,
baking pans, sheet trays, sinks, and sponges all clearly labeled “Spelt” or “Gluten-Free.”Again, if
you’ve been diagnosed with gluten allergies, it is important to consult your doctor before
indulging in any of the spelt-based recipes in this cookbook. I’ve clearly indicated what type of
flour is used in each recipe, so please, please read them closely. Agreed? Okay, then!SPELT
VERSUS GLUTEN-FREEIf you have made your way into the bakery, or even just read press
clippings or browsed our menu at , you know we use either spelt flour or gluten-free flour in all
our recipes. It’s important to understand the difference between them before deciding which
recipes are best suited to your needs.Gluten is the protein found in grains such as wheat, barley,
and rye. It provides structure, elasticity, and texture in breads. Unfortunately, it also provides
millions of people with a variety of digestive and general health maladies.Spelt is an ancient and
distant ancestor to wheat, and it contains some of the same properties, including gluten.
However, many people with wheat sensitivities are able to digest spelt comfortably and
appreciate that it is high in complex carbohydrates, lower in overall carbohydrates, and contains
enzymes that assist in glucose and insulin secretion. I am one of these people. This is why I use
spelt flour in several of the recipes I’ve included in this book. I do not, however, encourage
people who are wheat intolerant to consume spelt or spelt-based flour unless they’ve received
the go-ahead from a doctor or a nutritionist.Throughout this cookbook, only those recipes that
call for the ingredient spelt flour contain gluten. At BabyCakes NYC, I go to great measures to
ensure that there is no cross-contamination between the spelt flour and the rest of the bakery.
We maintain separate mixing bowls, whisks, spatulas, measuring utensils, baking pans, sheet
trays, sinks, and sponges all clearly labeled “Spelt” or “Gluten-Free.”Again, if you’ve been
diagnosed with gluten allergies, it is important to consult your doctor before indulging in any of
the spelt-based recipes in this cookbook. I’ve clearly indicated what type of flour is used in each
recipe, so please, please read them closely. Agreed? Okay, then!apple-cinnamon muffinsginger-
peach corn muffinspumpkin-spice muffinszucchini muffinsblueberry muffinsapple-cinnamon
muffinsginger-peach corn muffinspumpkin-spice muffinszucchini muffinsblueberry
muffinsConsidering my affinity for sweets, snacks, and everything in between, staying light on
my toes hasn’t always been easy. When I was nineteen, in a cruel manifestation of the “freshman
15,” my once-miniature buns threatened to overtake the waistband of my favorite Frankie B
jeans, emulating the beloved muffin tops that were the corner-stone of my high school diet. It
took me a while to pinpoint the cause of this inflationary trend, as I believed muffins were a
healthy alternative to bear claws and that a sugary mochaccino or three would pick up the tab for



a lazy metabolism! Of course, now we all know that muffins are just handsomely packaged
hunks of cake—not really the smartest way to start the day.Considering my affinity for sweets,
snacks, and everything in between, staying light on my toes hasn’t always been easy. When I
was nineteen, in a cruel manifestation of the “freshman 15,” my once-miniature buns threatened
to overtake the waistband of my favorite Frankie B jeans, emulating the beloved muffin tops that
were the corner-stone of my high school diet. It took me a while to pinpoint the cause of this
inflationary trend, as I believed muffins were a healthy alternative to bear claws and that a
sugary mochaccino or three would pick up the tab for a lazy metabolism! Of course, now we all
know that muffins are just handsomely packaged hunks of cake—not really the smartest way to
start the day.
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First Time Mom, “Beautiful Cookbook with a Few Misses. First of all, I have no food allergies and
neither does anyone in my family. I'm a mother of two young children (ages 2 and 8 months)
who simply wants a healthier version of my favorite treats so that I won't feel guilty sharing them
with my toddler. I used to bake once every year, if that, and pretty much enjoyed freshly baked
goods from local bakeries. So, my expectations are that it has to taste good for any of this to be
worth it.I preordered this book on a whim. I had never been to the bakery in New York and I don't
think the L.A. bakery is open yet. Ever since the book arrived, I have looked through it every day.
This book is a visual masterpiece! I love everything from the font and photographs to the colors
and layout. It makes me want to bake... and buy expensive, hard-to-find ingredients because,
what the heck?, it's part of the challenge.So far I have baked the chocolate cupcakes (chewy
and brownie-like, just like Erin says it should be), banana bread with chocolate chips, and the
double chocolate cookies. Everything has turned out well. In fact, the banana bread was better
than the non-vegan kind, and you couldn't even taste the flax seed meal in the cookies, which
were incredibly delicious. I mentioned that I am NOT a baker, right? I am a very detailed person
though and I guess my advice would be to follow every little step exactly as it is written.Now, I've
read a lot of the reviews and have been a bit surprised by some of the negative comments. This
is alternative baking, people! The fact that it tastes as good as the real thing is quite an
accomplishment! Perhaps the frosting isn't the real NYC-shots deal, I don't know because I
haven't made it yet, but I really wouldn't expect this woman to spend years perfecting her recipes
only to spill every little secret on the pages of her book. I'm just excited that there are healthier
options out there.... and with such style to boot! I think this book is great fun and worth every
penny.** I've lowered my original 5-star review because apparently the first few recipes I tried
were the most successful. The cinnamon toastie was a disaster and I never got the frosting
figured out either (it was just OK, texture was really off.) So, while I still make the scones every
so often because they're so darn good, I am cautious with the recipes now. I still highly
recommend it and there are amazing ideas in here for alternative baking, but not everything has
turned out as expected for me. **”

Marie2375, “These recipes are great!. I first used Erin's recipes after watching a video of her on
the Food Network website. I tried the recipes for Double Chocolate Chip Cookies and Blueberry
Muffins. I have been using them ever since. I was so happy when I learned that she was
publishing a cookbook!My husband has Celiac Disease. My oldest son has the gene for CD and
he has anaphylactic reactions to eggs. My youngest son's CD test was inconclusive. So, we are
an egg-free, gluten-free family. It is just easier to cook things that we ALL can eat. The problem is
that many GF recipes call for MORE eggs than the wheat-version. I've tried egg replacer, flax
meal, applesauce etc. Some recipes can be converted, some are just a lost cause.Erin's recipes
work. I don't have to do anything special. They just work. I had my misgivings. I do not care for



garfava flour. It is ok in bread, but in dessert? I read through the cookbook with trepidation.
Should I use my own GF mix or trust the recipe?I will share my baking experience below.First, I
want to make a couple of comments on the cookbook. It is quite lovely. It is like a coffee table
book. The pictures are nice. The writing is upbeat and fun. I like that almost all of the recipes
have a picture. This book will lie flat on the counter. Although, I am nervous that I will spill
something on it. Maybe it is a little too pretty. She does a pretty good job of describing the tools
and flours. I would recommend a couple of things here though. 1. Explain the difference between
potato starch and potato flour, or at least mention that there is a difference. 2. Tell us what kind of
coconut oil to use. Extra-virgin? Refined? Is there a difference? I bet most of us are new to using
coconut oil and could use some guidance here.Another reviewer felt that it was implied that
these recipes are healthy, when they are not. I would say that the claim is that these recipes are
healthier, but not necessarily healthy. We are talking about desserts! Garfava flour has more
protein, fiber and maybe iron, than wheat flours and rice flours. Coconut oil and agave nectar
may be healthier than butter and sugar. I don't know and I don't care. I am making yummy
desserts that work. I expect my dessert to be loaded with fat and sugar, no matter what form the
fat and sugar take.I agree with the reviewer that said the title is misleading. I thought that all of
the recipes in this book would be gluten-free. I guess "vegan, (mostly) gluten-free, (mostly)
sugar-free" makes for an unwieldy subtitle. There are a lot of GF recipes though. Everything I am
interested in, except the biscuits, is GF. I am sure I will get around to trying to modify the biscuits
so that they are GF as well. The cupcakes (except red velvet), cakes (except one), frostings,
most of the muffins, cornbread, banana bread, gingerbread, brownies, blondies and drinks are
all gluten-free. The pie crust, scones, biscuits, a couple of muffins and a couple of cakes/
cupcakes are not. Even so, I have no regrets about buying this cookbook.Here are the recipes I
have made so far.Blueberry Muffins:The recipe in the book uses spelt flour, so I did not try that
one. I have been using Erin's GF Blueberry Muffin recipe that I found on Food Network.com a
few months ago. It is great! I use about the half the cinnamon she calls for, but otherwise I make
them according to the recipe.Double Chocolate Chip Cookies:Again, I am using the recipe that
was posted on Food Network.com. I think it is the same as the one in the book. When I started
using this recipe, I was not willing to buy the coconut oil, so I have been using butter. (We are not
vegan, my son has an egg allergy.) This works really well with butter, if you don't have a problem
with that. Now that I have the coconut oil, I will probably try these using that. I do use a little less
flax meal than the recipe calls for.Brownies:I made these using garfava flour. The batter tastes
gross. You can taste the garbanzo. However, the brownies themselves are excellent. They are
moist and very chocolatey. She recommends making them in mini-muffin pans. I don't have
those, so I used my 8x8 baking pan. It took about 30 minutes longer to cook them in that pan.
The brownies are very rich. They taste great warm or cold. I do think I can detect a slight hint of
garfava flavor in the brownies, but that could be my imagination. Even so, they are very, very
good.Lemon-Poppy Teacake:I did not follow the recipe for this. I was nervous about using Bob's
all-purpose flour since it contains garbanzo and fava beans. (I hadn't tasted the brownies yet!)



So, I used a GF mix I make based on a recipe at glutenfreegoddess.com. The teacake turned
out pretty well, but the lemon flavor was very strong. This is probably because my flour does not
have the strong flavor of Bob's. Also, there are a lot of poppy seeds in this teacake! I will
definitely use less next time. Overall, it is a good teacake.Cupcakes:I made the vanilla and the
chocolate. I halved the recipes so that I wouldn't end up with a ton of them. These are probably
the best eggless GF cupcakes I have ever had. I do think I can taste the garfava flour in the
chocolate ones, but it is not overwhelming. They are still great cupcakes. They have a good
structure without being too moist or too dry. We haven't even frosted them yet. We are eating
them plain and loving them.Vanilla Frosting/Sauce:I couldn't find powdered soy milk, so I used
powdered cow's milk. The frosting is pretty good, but you can really taste the coconut. I am using
extra-virgin coconut oil, so maybe a more refined oil would have less flavor. I don't know. This
frosting is liquid at room temperature, so I don't see myself giving up the buttercream altogether.
I do like the flavor though! I haven't used it to frost the cupcakes yet. I have it in the fridge, waiting
for it to solidify. I can see myself using this for certain things, but not everything.I really like the
cookbook so far. None of the recipes have been duds. Once you have all the ingredients, the
recipes are pretty simple to follow. I am glad that I bought it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great baking book from a gluten-free guru. Filled with mouth watering
recipes, however, the complexity of transforming everyday baking into a gluten free experience
can be daunting - many of the ingredients are hard to source in Ireland.”

Sharon loopy lou, “Great cakes, if you can get the ingredients. The one thing that cannot be
denyed about Babycakes is the pictures and design of the book are so cute and charming you
will want to rush out and buy all the relative ingredients and produce your own beautiful
cupcakes. Therein lies the problem. Now, I must confess, I am not wheat or lactose intolerant but
I have friends who are and friends who are vegans, and being a vegan you could try to adapt
the recipes slightly (how they will taste though I have no idea, the ones I adapted were awful but
the recipes containing spelt were yummy) but if you have allergies, there are perhaps only
several recipes that contain no wheat or gluten.I have hunted high and low in the shelves and
aisles of many a well known supermarket and most of the ingredients are widely avaliable, from
Xanthan Gum to Agave Necter, spelt flour and potato flour but I can't find Garbanzo fava bean
flour anywhere! it is a shame because it makes the recipes in this book limited as to what you
can make. However, I would never have discovered Agave Nectar without this book and it is very
tasty indeed without the guilt of sugar.My advice is to look on the Babycakes website before you
purchase the book, the author/owner goes into more detail about the ingredients that are used
and why, the biggest factor being that the book is published in America and supplies are varied
and plentyful, but with supply and demand it could be that will have some of the ingredients in
our shops soon, what with store like Whole Foods and the wonderful internet.I do like this book
tremendously and with the correct ingredients the cakes are amazing but it is the cooking



equvalant of flat-pack furniture, if one part is missing, it all falls apart.”

SpikyBuffy, “Love Book. Love the book, some ingredients had to get.”

The book by Erin McKenna has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 436 people have provided feedback.
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